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finding aid 395 christopher marshall - the diary of christopher marshall, 1774-1781 , illustrations by david
mcneely stauffer, and a ... charles marshall, one of christopher’s descendants. the transcriptions are from ...
handwritten transcriptions of the diary extracts he published, n.d (volume 16). the good samaritan
reconsidered: the revolutionary war ... - marshall fled the city with the fear of a british advance on the
capitol in the spring of 1777 and found refuge in lancaster. in his diary entry for december 29 he notes,
“visited in the evening by dr. ... 10william duane, ed., extracts from the diary of christopher marshall. (albany,
ny: joel munsell, 1877), p. 153. 11heiges, p. 94. the british in haverford, another look - on 30 october
1777, christopher marshall recorded ..e inhabitants of philadelphia in great distress for provisions, as the ...
1,extracts from the diary of christopher marshall...1774-1781, ed. by william duane. (albany: joel munsell,
1877), p. 136. governed by a spirit of opposition - muse.jhu - papers, jacob iltzheimer diary, 1770–72,
logan family h apers, christopher marshall p letterbook, 1773–78, mayors of philadelphia–dreer collection,
norris family papers, pem- ... yale university p ress), also available online; and extracts from the diary of
christopher marshall . . . during the american revolution, 1774–1781 (albany, ... passages from the diary of
christopher marshall, kept in ... - extracts from the diary of christopher marshall kept in of christopher
marshall kept in philadelphia and lancaster during the american revolution, b cker av christopher marshall.
extracts from diary, kept in philadelphia and lancaster during kept in philadelphia and lancaster during the
american revolution. the pennsylvania flying 1776 - journals - the pennsylvania flying camp, july november 1776 t he flying camp originated as an emergency device to make ... william duane, extracts from
the diary of christopher marshall (new york, 1969), pp. 84-5. force, 5th series, 1:557, as corrected on 1:574.
16. force, 5th series, 2:256. perot family papers, 1684-1939 - ms. coll. 1147 ... - christopher marshall's
diary, 1796. 2 items and 3 typed copies of extracts. typed copy of letter from christopher marshall to children,
1778. genealogical data re christopher marshall (1709-1797) and his son, charles marshall (1744-1825)
information on free quakers of which christopher marshall was trustee history of the name of marshall he
usual - journals - m christopher marshall, extracts from the diary of christopher keft in philadelphia and
lancaster during the american revolution, 1774-1781, edited by wil-liam duane (albany, 1877), 1&9' 16 john f.
watson, annals of philadelfhia and pennsylvania, in the olden time (phila-delphia, 1845), ii. 284-85.
bibliography - whitemarshdrivingtourles.wordpress - “a diary of trifling occurences, philadelphia,
1776-1778.” the pennsylvania magazine of history and biography, 86, (1958): 457-458. fry, james r. “the
adjutant’s general department.” the army of the united states historical sketches of staff and line with portraits
of generals-in-chief, edited by theo f.
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